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About This Game

Venice was at the peak of its power during the Renaissance and was viewed as a city of decadence, beauty and intrigue.
Renowned as the linchpin of civilization and the cultural centre of Europe, Venice was the most important trading post between
Western Europe and the eastern stretch of the Mediterranean Sea. It was also the stage for political corruptions and clandestine

dealings.

This is where your story begins. As a young man striving for success, power and wealth and with the support of your family, you
begin to build up a trading empire across Genua, Tripoli, Rome, Alexandria and Constantinople in addition to many other
significant cities from the Renaissance. As you progress through the ranks of Venetian society, increasing your power with

smart trading moves and calling in the occasional favour you can begin to assemble your own fleet. With this you will start to
build up new production facilities, test yourself in challenging sea battles where you will face off against pirates as well as

political enemies to finally become the Doge of Venice.

Key Features:

Experience a compelling story full of intrigue and treason in Venice at the time of the Renaissance

Trade a variety of goods in the most important cities of the time such as Rome, Alexandria, Constantinople or Athens.

With your own family tree you can interact with your family members, send them on missions and watch how the power
of your family grows over time.
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Meet other important families who are pulling the strings in Venice’s government and influence political decisions
yourself.

Build your own production facilities and trading fleets

Take fate into your own hands and test your skills in furious sea battles

Multiplayer mode for up to 4 players via LAN and Internet
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It's slow af and it crashes when you try to change the settings. Not Reccomended.. Just Alone
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(\u0e2d\u0e2d\u0e01\u0e41\u0e19\u0e27\u0e2a\u0e48\u0e27\u0e19\u0e15\u0e31\u0e27). Simply bonkers! I love it! Thanks to
Steam I can finally play this game again after years of compatability issues with newer operating systems! :D. putt-putt brings
me more nostalgia than anything else from my childhood so it was a STEAL for only ~$2!! the only thing is that it doesn't seem
to work on my laptop :c the cursor's all janky and parts of the screen are cut off,, i have tried Everything
i guess it's my fault for not noticing that it's supposed to be for windows 7 lol but,, pls fix this for windows 8.1 and 10. 6\/10 -
Not great, but it's hard to find simple TD games that aren't in the fantasy or zombie genre.

PROS:

- No elves or zombies in sight!
- Simple, classic style TD game
- Decent graphics (but not really 16bit style in my opinion)
- Good music and voice acting
- Upgrades are explained well

CONS:
- A bit dull and boring to be honest
- Upgrading is going to take forever
- Doesn't really bring anything new to the TD genre
- It wasn't clear that the screen could be scrolled up and down
- Sometimes trying to call the next wave early pauses the game (WTF?). Game was designed with interesting puzzles, beautiful
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artwork, and an awesome soundtrack. There are some pretty cool mechanics and you really have to think outside of the box at
times to complete each area.. I don't give reviews that often for games, but seeing all the negative reviews really throws me off..

This game is absolutely fantastic for being F2P.

Move along negative reviews, because this game gets two thumbs up for me.. Can't play the game... constantly crashes due to
UE4 assertion error... :P Would love to review, but since I can't get the game to play it's a thumbs down for now.
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a good and clever game. difficulty curve is just challenging enough to be engaging without being punishing. the story is well
incorporated and interesting w/o being overbearing.. Game is dead :(. this game is (delay or hold back in terms of progress,
development, or accomplishments)-ed. text bubbles pop up between every minute action you make and you must click out of
the text to continue playing. Literally Paid $20 to be spammed ingame by some trash AI. Give me my money back you second
rate hacks. Simple, easy to play, but suprisingly in depth stratagy game. Notice how the gameplay in the trailer is korean.. This
game has not much of content in it and is more like a grinder. Without a patch its rather worthless and that's the only thing that
would make it worthy (get it).

I'll rate it 5/10 not the best eroge but still playable with a patch
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